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La~"School Deans Resp6'n"{t to'"'Homophobic'
Allegations in Letter to The Advocate

.

.Dear Editor:
Recently there was circulated throughout the law school a flyer containing that homophobia was running rampant at our school
.and that the law school administration did not care about it. ,
Neither of these statements is true. Just reading the flyer shows that the incidents that have taken place have been few and far
between, stretched over an 18-:-monthperiod since the beginning of the 1994-95 academic year. That does not mean, however, that they
are not serious. Anythingthat makes our school a less comfortable 'setting for our students cannot be condoned.
We want to make crystal clear that if we catch an individual defacing signs or otherwise wrongfully interfering with the property
of the school or of its student organizations, or otherwise acting improperly, we Will take whatever steps are available to s, short of
interfering with legitimate freedom of expression, to stop the activity and to penalize the perpetrators even if they turn out to be outsiders
with no other connections to the law school. Obviously we need the cooperation of everyone in our school to help us identify who is
responsible for such misdeeds: The people involved in these incidents are almost always cowards who deliberately hide their identities.
We nave every right to be proud of the fact that our school is an open one. We have many gay and lesbian members of our law
school community, students as well as staff and faculty. The relationship between the administration an Lambda is excellent and we
have been in consultation with its leaders regarding how we can best address the concerns that have been raised.
Sincerely yours,
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Forge," one student said: In spite of
.inclement weather, the Law School
still held classes on Friday. Some of
those were makeup classes for the first
big snow of '96.
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TheAdvocate Editorial
Canned Outlines and Resume
Services: Peace -of mind or
emotional crutch?
lcame late to canned outlines and such. I heeded my professors'
warnings, "Don't buy those. things, they are riddled with mistakes.
You'll go blind. Your face could stay like that."
But once I got that first Emanuel's, it waslike heroin,and I was
. an addict who loved his junk. I bought Nutshells, Legalines, and even
one of those exam-writing courses which guarantee that you'll finish
in the top third of your class (or, it says in really small type, with a "B"
average). For one class, I found I had the Black Letter law, the
Legalines, Blond's, and a set of audio tapes. I even bought an
Emanuel's for a class I wasn't taking.
Sure, Steven Emanuel and his ilk prey shamelessly onthe phobias
of uptight law students: The guides are expensive and often track
case books badly; the lectures are trite; I didn't even listen to the audio
. tapes. But to me, that did not matter.
A nervous type, I was buying peace of mind much more than legal
insight. I liked all this after-market stuff
because I knew that I had a worst case
option, a "plan B". If they helped me out
with my classes as well, that was a bonus.
I think this is typical. Canned outlines
simply do not provide enough insight to
explain why they crowd out other, books in
the GW Bookstore. The need for an emotional crutch also explains why
lectures on exam-taking are full (even though we all had to be good
exam-takers to get into law school), and why resume companies
multiply like rabbits in my mail slot.
':~;'Ialso made the tape-deck-on-the-new-car argument: "I'm paying '.
-over $20,000 a year in tuition, a few hundred dollars for this stuffis a
drop in the bucket."
Then came rock bottom. When it looked as though the CDO's Fall
Interview Program would not work for me, I mailed off $.135 to a
company called Hiring Partners. Their slogan is, "Get ajob. Guaranteed."
I was pyched. Hiring Partners is supposed to doa computer search
for firms that meet your personal criteria. They then spiffup your cover
letters and merge the search results in. All you have to do is sign, slap
a resume on back, fold, and mail. No stress,job guaranteed.
However, Hiring Partners could not do a search with mypersonal
criteria, nor could they cut from their search a list of firms to which I
.had already applied. Then, they lost my resume. Then they got my
address wrong on all 150 cover letters and envelopes. I had asked them
to find firms with fewerthan 60 attorneys. They carne up withArnold
&Porter, and at least four other firms with more than 200 lawyers. I paid
extra to have Hiring Partners Fed-Ex everything to me. They did FedEx everything without incident, but they postdated the letters by two
~ weeks.
The point had been to save me worry. Yet, this company caused
. me far more angstthan if'I had done it all myself. My crutch got kicked
out from under me, shaking my faith in the whole canned outline scene.
I might say that the moral of the l;toryis that one can't rely on
external things for peace of mind. But, Ithink maybe Ijust got.screwed.
I will probably wander down to the bookstore every now and then and
pick up a few Emanuel's, but my heart will not be in it.

~.House
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Liberals and the Death of Free Will
By Rinaldo Del Gallo
,After my Jesse Jackson article published last fall, when I made reference to the moral decline
of our cities and liberal indifference to this fact, a fellow student (unaware of the circumstance I had
arisen from) felt compelled to make a personal response. He proposed that if had I understood the
abject circumstances with which the poor are confronted, I would be imbued with a higher knowledge
ofthe cause of the appalling lack of values in our society and the decay of our culture. Then, aroused
by this epiphany of the inherent tragedy of the human condition, I would sympathize with these
"unfortunate victims," and finally excuse the ill conduct. My failure, I was so charged, was my
unawareness. Apparently, I need to tune into the liberal culture of victomology. Professor Paul
Butler, in his recent article in the Washington Post, conveyed a similar sentiment. He proposed "that
much [criminal] conduct may be explained, if not excused, by poverty, by discrimination, by
extraordinary limited opportunities."
He then asks, "Does it make sense to punish people for
predictable reactions to those horrible conditions?"
Professor Butler's proposition mirrors the underlying tenets of determinism. As one authority
states, determinism "is the philosophy that moral choices are completely determined by previously
existing causes that preclude freewill and the possibility that humans could have acted otherwise."
In the deterministic world, we are pathetic, mechanistic marionettes. Our hormones and genetic
predispositions of which we have no control, and our experiences of which we likewise have no
control-a nature and nurture of which we have no say-pull our strings.
The determinist believes if we have complete understanding of the factors that shape man, one
may unerringly know the individual and be able to recognize why he acts. Thus, with understanding, ,
.man the machine is predictable. And because this philosophy is instinct with a surrender of the self
to circumstance; the sun that views man as responsible and blameworthy sets over the horizon. A
fortiori, as Professor Butler submits, our conduct may be excused, for a man cannot be held
accountable for that which he does not control. From there, Professor Butler becomes an apologist
for jury nullification-that is acquitting defendants inCertain circumstances who the jury knows are.
guilty--in the interest of "justice;" because their conduct is a result of environment.
Historically, the law eschewed determinism, for a penal code to be morally justifiable insist on
the reality of free choice. Otherwise, to punish the vandal would be as unconscionable as punishing
the individual for not being at least 5'10". Holmes teaches us in The Common Law that a crime
requires an act, or an actus reas, because "an act implies a choice." And it has been said that the
magnificent Justice Hugo Black could not stand excuses for bad character. The law accepted free
will and blameworthiness as a general premise. .(Or is this just another patriarchal supposition,
derived fr0!'1 the patriarchal Judeo-Christian value system, that may be readily jettisoned as such, .
some Feminist Deconstructionalist-vthe nihilist ofthe law--may contend?)
. It was the wisdom of the common law that blameworthiness was only excused under the most
compelling of circumstances-as where man suffered the most abnormal ofmentaI conditions so that
he could no longer differentiate the right from the wrong-when he was said to be criminally insane.
Duress would also exculpate the otherwise culpable. And thatwas the extent of the exceptions. My,
howthe times have changed.
.
In his recent book, The Abuse Excuse, Professor Dershowitz lists the new bevy of defenses
available to the modem counsel: abused childhood syndrome, black rage, battered women
syndrome, posttraumatic stress disorder, urban survival syndrome, rape trauma, repressed memory,
crimes of passion, and many more. The liberal cognoscenti of the modern defense bar has turned
guilt and responsibility On its head .
. Fortunately; not everyone has tuned into this culture of excuse. As for the battered women
syndrome, a favorite child of many taw school professors, feminist Camile Paglia writes in Vamps'
and Tramps: "We are instructed by the earnest social-welfare prelates, their faces permanently
creased in ostentatious Christlike compassion, that women that have been beaten for years by lovers
or husbands become lethargic prisoners of war, brainwashed hostages without free will who must
be excused from any atrocious act they commit, in lieu of something so simple as actually packing
up and leaving." She concludes, "battered women in the industrialized democracies do not leave their
.home because they are financially dependent on their mates is fast ceasing to be a credible excuse."
Nor has everyone accepted Professor Butler's "poverty, discrimination, and extraordinary
. limited opportunities" as a ready excuse for criminal behavior. In perhaps the most authoritative book .
on criminal behavior ever written, Crime & Human Nature, Professors James Q. Wilson and Richard
Herrnstein tell of a different story: "During the 1960s, one neighborhood in San Francisco had the
lowest income, the highest unemployment rate, the highest proportion offamilies with incomes under
$4,000 per year, the least education attainment, the highest tuberculosis rate, and the highest
proportion ofsubstandard housing of any area of the city. That neighborhood was called Chinatown.
Yet in 1965, there were only five persons of Chinese ancestry committed to prison in the entire state
of California." The authors note that "the Chinese were for many years denied access to the public
schools of California, not allowed to testify 'against whites in trials, and made the object of .

.as

discriminatorybehavior,"
Views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the viewsof'The George Washington
University Law School. House Editorials represent the views of a majority ofThe Advocate
Editorial Board. Any person objecting to views expressed in House Editorials are invited
to express their opinions in a leiter to the editor: Editorial Policies of The Advocate are
available for inspection by any person during normal business hours.
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Wilson and Herrnstein point out that crime actually decreased during the Great Depression, but
began to skyrocket during the halcyonian economy of the sixties. History demonstrates that great
is the variance as to man's reaction to his misfortunes: History reveals the truth of choice.
We are delicate creatures, bruised by the brutishness of our experience-office politics,
unrequited love, the ingrate child, the father who has abandoned us. But the law once demanded,
and justly so, that we. bear our onus with courage and harm no other. We need to return to that day.
The law has no place for ~xcuses.

Th.

Dallas Scholes
Jessica Dingfelder
Nicole Ettinger
Greg Ferguson
Thomas Threlkeld
Ari Kaplan
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I confess. I am guilty of neglect. Worse, I am guilty of self-betrayal. Not only do I regularly subjugate my political beliefs
in an effort to understand the cool rationality of the law, but I repress my personal outrage about being regularly victimized during
that pursuit because I am a gay man. That is a crime against nature.
'
I sometimes regret that other students like me (and by that I mean marginalized) spout what often seems to be shallow political
rhetoric while debating legal policy. I prefer to look for solutions within the framework as it exists or point out weaknesses of the
prevailing legal analysis rather than off-handedly rejecting the whole as "hateful," "bigoted," "repressed" or some other conclusory
adjective.
Then, every once in a while, the courage of my peers (and the response it evokes from others at this school) reveals the true
cowardice of my approach. Recently, "two dykes and a blonde" I know-my political sisters-vented their outrage concerning what
they perceived to be attacks against them personally; against other gay, lesbian, and bisexual students; and against the queer
community generally. They did so by printing posters enumerating their grievances with their fellow students and the administration
of this school. .They Called for policy changes and behavioral changes that they felt to be appropriate remedies for the harm they
experienced.
The approach of these women seemed to me to be an entirely reasonable response to the problems they perceived, especially
in this country which prides itself on freedom of expression under law. Apparently some members of the student body of this law
school believe otherwise. While I credit many with responding sympathetically to the appeal, I was horrified by the response of
others.
As I sat in the lounge on the day the posters went up, I overheard a student standing beside me who was ranting about the need
to cage-in such reactionary imposition of political beliefs upon the unsuspecting (and non-suspect) student-body. This student,
probably an upstanding member of our Federalist Society, found it to be unconscionable that political outsiders voice their opinion
by posting lists of grievances in public spaces-a truly revolutionary idea. (Where's James Madison when you need him?)
"Who gave them the right to declare that homosexuality isn't immoral?" "How can they claim that homosexuality isn't the
same as bestiality?"· "Why should they be able to indoctrinate us into the cult of toleration?" I submit that the answers are,
respectively: the U.S. Constitution, science, and common sense. (All three of which this person might want to look into.) For the
sake of brevity, I'll focus on the last.
Despite one-and-a-halfmindbending
years in law school, I still cannot understand the distorted logic that says tolerance is an
imposition. Tolerance demands nothing ofan individual except that she grant the possibility that another perspective might be valid.
What then is the danger of the "sensitivity training" proposed by my friends, the dykes and the blonde? Might someone recognize
the value of an alternative perspective? Might the alternative perspective have more appeal to the individual exposed to it than does
the status quo? Is that sort of informed choice the evil threat that the cult of toleration poses to society?
Of course, the implicit assumption underlying the student's remarks is that the heterosexual majority (ora certain subset thereot)
'has the requisite standing to answer questions of morality for everyone. The assumption posits that "homosexuals have no right
to foist their opinions upon the rest (i.e., the moral part) of society because the field is occupied; the matter is settled."
What the heterosexual majority possesses is not the moral authority to determine what is and is not acceptable behavior but
rather the power to impose its perspectives on the matter upon others. What homosexuals seek is not to undermine the values held
by individuals within the heterosexual majority but rather the power to claim the validity of our own perspectives.
As I see it, what my friends advocated was tolerance. Tolerance is an approach to moraljudgment which simply seeks to
acknowledge the value of all opinions on issues of morality. It is not a valuejudgment in itself. It does not seek to supplant the
moral judgments of the empowered. It seeks to recognize other perspectives and acknowledge that all moral opinions are just that-opinions..
,
I am sorry that the words of my friends offended some within the student body. I am more sorry that my friends' very being
(as well as mine) offends some ofthose same people. However, I am not nearly as sorry about those things as I am about the suffering
which we have experienced at the hands of those who we offend. I cannot begin to express the depth and breadth of my sorrow
that ignorance, fear, and hate reign in an academic environment that should seek to inform the intellectual development of'
responsible politics and law. I can attest, though,that I will not sit idly by and watch the suffering of my friends; nor will I bear
down and take it when others-who' accuse gays, lesbians, and bisexuals of trying to impose our beliefs upon an unwitting and
unwilling polis--ridicule, defame, and threaten us in an attempt to deny us the value of our perspectives and the dignity of our being.

John R. Smith, 2L

Dear Editor:
As a second-year student at the law school, I am profoundly shocked and disturbed at the allegations of harassment of gay
students in the flyer circulated by Heather McCabe, Cathy Harris, and Elizabeth Cronise. Precisely because I am not personally
acquainted with the facts, I hope that the law school will respond swiftly to their call for a full and public investigation, and, more
importantly, that it will state unequivocally and demonstrate unambiguously that it condemns any form of intimidation or
harassment, whether on the basis of sexual orientation, race, or gender.
I believe strongly that students and professors who profess views I find hateful ought to be allowed to do so in the university'
and the law school. However, I believe it is incumbent upon the law school to express open and strong support for the values of
tolerance, diversity, and civil intellectual exchange, and opprobrium for those whose do not act in accordance with those values.
Censorship has no place in a university, and the university should not exercise its coercive powers to suppress distasteful views.
At the same time, itis important that the university and its administration articulate the positive values which they espouse,
particularly when those values are under attack,
. Graffiti and any other destruction of university or personal property should meet swift sanction. Most importantly, every student
should feel secure in his or her person and possessions at the law school. Harassment and threats--anonymous or otherwise--clearly
have no place here, and I hope that the administration will reiterate this for the benefit of the student body at large and enforce it.

.....

Charles Williamson Day, Jr.,2L
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Law Schoo/News
Outgoing SBA President Reflects
by Brlan Coleman
Special to the Advocate

.As outgoing Student Bar Association president Kim
Anglin passes the gavel to incoming president Ed Mullin,
she steps down from an organization that she believes
has retained its traditional social functions, yet operates
in a newly-developed atmosphere of accountability.
When Anglin took over the presidency last year, the
mandate was clear. "Ourinajor goal was to improve the
tuition-retention situation," said Anglin, referring to the
widely-criticized diversion of 40% ofIaw student tuition
funds to parts of the university other than the law school.
After presiding over the SBA resolution to oppose a
student-initiated lawsuit against the university to im. prove this situation, Anglin participated in negotiations
between the law school, the university administration,
and the SBA todevelopasolution. Thisresulted inaplan
to achieve a 75% tuition retention by the year 2003.
One of Anglin's personal goals was to improve the
law school's alumni relations. To this end, she acted as
an advocate at board meetings. Anglinnotedthat$14,000

on Her Role

was raised by alumni, which Will be distributed among
the loan forgiveness fund, the annual fund, and the
clinics. Anglin is also pleased by the passing of an SBA
by-law designed to address concerns regarding the
$100,000 University allocation to the law school.
Anglin is proudest of the "increased communication
between the SBA and the student body." It is in this sense
that Anglin believes the role of the SBA has broadened
beyond its previous typical functions. "We tried to keep
doing those things we traditionally sponsored, including
social events and community outreach, and added some
things to try to become a more professional and responsive organization.".
She points to the monthly SBA
newsletter and regular updates in The Advocate as
examples of such improved communication and responsiveness.
On a more disappointing note, Anglin had hoped to
achieve smaller law school class sizes. Her goal was
addressed in part by the law school's decision to accept
300 fewer applicants than last year; however, the beneficial effect was lessened by a 27% increase in the number

of those accepted applicants who decided to attend the
Law School. Most frustrating to Anglin was the inevitable consequence ofalimited term of office: "Just when
I had reached the peak of my leamingcurve, I had to
leave."
Despite her accomplishments, there are several
areas in which Anglin feels there is room for further
improvement. Regarding the $100,000 allocation, Anglin
opines "now that the financial arrangement is devel- .
oped, we need to focus on the budgeting process." Thus,
students must know what the anticipated law school
spending Will be for the upcoming year, so that students
can make informed choices in allocating the $100,000.
Anglin also sees a need for greater student involvement
in the faculty hiring and tenure process ("we need a
balanced faculty"), and greater university cooperation in
providing student group spaces.
Now out of office, Anglin hopes to use her time to
rekindle old friendships and increase her social involvement. As for the new administration, "I have no advice.
Every administration has its own style, and I have every
confidence that the new administration will do fabulously." 0

Loan Forgiveness Available for .Gradsin Public Interest Jobs
By Professor

Joan Meier

Students graduating in 1996 who are interested in
public interest employment, and who must repay law
school educational loans, are invited to apply for the GW
Law School'Loan Reimbursement Assistance "Program
(LRAP): The LRAP; which was first implementedlast
year, seeksto further.the.school's commitment to equal
access to justice, and to alleviate to some. extent the
financial burdens of those who choose public service.
The LRAP offers assistance of up to $5,000 per year
to graduates with educational debt wlib choose eligible
public interest employment. Public interest employment includes legal work for non-profit organizations
qualifying for tax exemption under IRS Code §§ 501(c)(3),
(c)(4), or (c)(5), for-profit entities providing more than
half of their services to individuals and organizations
which cannot otherwise afford legal services or whose
interests are under-represented, and for the government .
if the applicant's work is primarily on behalf ofindigent
. or under-represented populations. Preference will be
given to applicants who will provide legal services to
indigent individuals or under-represented populations.
In 1995, graduates working at Dade County Public
Defender, Legal Aid Society of D.C., Vietnam Veterans
of America, American Civil Liberties Union, and Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights, among others,
received LRAP grants. .
. .
Grant amounts will vary, based on a formula that
takes into account the applicant's annual income from

ILS'News
The International Law Societywill hold the International Law Weekend on March" 1-2, 1996. This event is
co-sponsored with Georgetown University Law Center.
·On Friday, there will be a career fair for agency and
government jobs, visits to international law firms, and a
happy hour in the Foggy Bottom area. On Saturday,
Jeane Kirkpatrick will give the keynote address, there
Will be panel discussions on topics that include international trade and human rights, and a reception at an
embassy.
ILS will determine ticket prices soon. If you have
any contacts in the areas of'intemational trade or human
rights, please leave a note in Phil Bauer's (2L) box.O

public interest employment, the amount of the graduate's
law school debt, any spousal income, and the number of
dependents.
Graduates whose adjusted net income
(annual gross income minus annual debt payments and
deductions for dependents) is less than or equal to
$25,000 are eligible to apply .. Primary factors affecting
selectionof grantees will be (1) the nature of the
.employment, (2) the applicant's commitment to public
interest work, and (3) the applicant's and organization's
financial need. The number and amount of grants each
year depends on the quantity and quality of the applications and the availability of funds.
If you are considering public interest employment,

Federalist Society Debate
on Public Funding of
Holiday Religious Displays
The GW Law School chapter of The Federal Society
announces a debate entitled, "What's wrong with public
funding of Holiday Religious Decorations?" to be held
in the GW Moot Court Room on Wednesday, February
·21, at 4: 10 p.m.
Participating in this debate will be Arthur Spitzer of
the American Civil Liberties Union, and Kevin Hasson
of the Becket Fund. The debate will also feature a brief
starement by Rita Warren, a local religious activist most
. recently famous for placing creche exhibits on local city
halls and other public property.
A Cornell and Yale taw School graduate, Mr.
Spitzer has representedsuch clients as Louis Farrakahn,
The Community for Creative Non-Violence and the Klu
Klux Klan when they sought a parade permit to march
down Constitution Avenue.
Mr. Hasson has specialized in religious freedom
cases foralmost ten years and is a former advisor for the
Reagan Administration on church/state issues.
The debate Will be moderated by Professor Robert
E. Park, a scholar on church/state issues and will focus
on original intent, textualism, non-interpretivism, and
public policy issues. We encourage people of all view
points to watch this intellectual slug fest! 0

the Public Interest Committee encourages you to obtain
a copy of the program description and application forms
from the Financial Aid Office to ascertain whether you
qualify for these benefits .. Program materials will be
available on or after February 26, 1996. Applications
.Will be due in the end of April (specific date to be
.announced). 0 .

PBSA Offers Volunteer

Opportunities
by Warren

Brown

Want to acquire some client-intake experience? Do
you have five hours a week to donate to a community
organization but don't know where to find volunteer
opportunities? Still looking for a public interest job this
summer? A new program is available at the Career
Development Office to facilitate your job search.
What is it? Pro Bono Students America (PBSA) is
a national network pairing law students with available
positions in public interest law in private firms, government agencies, legal aid societies and academic institutions. Public interest law includes providing professional legal services to anyone of several groups or
causes: charitable organizations, persons of limited .'
means; efforts to reform the law and legal system. It is
a diverse field, rich with opportunity.
How does PBSA function? PBSA uses a computer
program that matches students and potential volunteer
groups with similar profiles. Each studentcompletes an
intake form that asks which area of law and in what
geographic area s/he seeks experience. and how many
hours per week the student is able to commit. Next, the
computer generates a list of groups that meet some, ifnot
all, ofthe student's criteria. The studentthen reviews the
options and selects three favorites. The CDO will then
fax a resume to them in order of preference. The
organizations are asked to respond directly to the student
within three to five days. PBSA helps students find
placement during the school year and in the summer.
Warren Brown, a lL, is the new PBSA coordinator
and is available to assist students with PBSA. Sign up at
the CDO for a 15-minute intake interview. 0
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ALLEGATIONS from page I.
Although Lambda has issued no official statement
regarding the flyer, Peggy Rosenfeld, Co-President of
Lambda Law, has stated that Lambda has been made
aware of and is concerned about similar homophobic
incidents. Rosenfeld feels that "the flyer will start a
dialogue because there is room for interpretation as to the
various issues expressed in it."
Dialogue appears to be what everybody wants.

SBA Sponsors
Discussion on
Homophobia
By Theresa Fuentes
Advocate Staff Writer

-

..~'

In response to a flyer posted at the law school
alleging incidents of harassment aimed .at homosexual
students, the Student Bar Association sponsored a
roundtable discussion on homophobia on February 15,
1996. Panelists included law students Heather McCabe,
Cathy Harris, and Elizabeth Cronise, who authored the
flyer, as well as Professors Joan Schaffner and Mary
Cheh, Professorial Lecturer Stephanie Ridder, and SBA
officers Kim Anglin and Ed Mullen. The purpose of the
roundtable discussion, according to Professor Schaffner,
was to "encourage free expressionand to learn and grow
through communication."
v
The issue of sensitivity training was a much debated
topic at the roundtable discussion. McCabe, Harris and
Cronise all support mandatory sensitivity training for
first year students. The training would be designed to
alert incoming law students that GW is a large, diverse
community, and its members sometimes hold opposing
viewpoints. Comments from members of the audience
opposed to sensitivity training focused on the belief that
law students are older and presumably have received
some sort of sensitivity training in college or atleast have
already formed their opinions on the issue. However,
McCabe notes that the "point of sensitivity training is not
to change people's minds, just to get them to understand
different points of view."
.
The panel also pointed out that discrimination is
illegal and a violation of the D.C. Human Rights Act.
Accordingto Professor Ridder, "engaging in discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is unlawful and
unethical for those engaged in the practice of law; the
result of which can be aloss oflicense." ProfessorCheh
added that "if we have to get to the point where as a
community we must rely on laws instead of respect for
each other, we are lost."
The roundtable ended with a consensus that the
homophobic incidents were unfortunate and intolerable
and that each member of the law school community is
responsible to respect the rights ofothers.
0

CLASSIFIED AD:
The Office of Summer and Experimental Programs
(Summer Sessions) is looking for an office assistant to
work 20 hours per week, Monday-Friday. The position
includes responding to telephone and email inquiries,
assisting .with mailings, light typing, and other office
tasks as assigned: Applicants must be able to work at
least five hours on Tuesdays. Please bring your resume
and hours of availability to 602F Rice hall or fax it to
994-913JbyFriday, Feb. 23, 1996forconsideration.

According to Cronise, "We are not trying to tell people
how to think. We want open discussion to let people talk
about their feelings in an open environment." Cathy
• Harris adds that "people should .talk as openly as they
can. Itbenefits everybody when opinions are set forth in
a respectable and responsible way."
A Committee has been appointed by the administra- '
tion to receive and act on complaints of discrimination
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or harassment and to make recommendations on avoiding future discriminatory orharassing activities. The
Committee members are Professors Paul Butler, Carol
Izumi, Joshua Schwartz and Joan Schaffner and Professorial Lecturer Stephanie Ridder.
With respect to the new committee, Dean FriedenthaI
states that the administration' wants "to make the law
school' atmosphere the best we possibly can. The
Committee can help us be proactive by following up on
specific incidents and advising on action that. can be
taken in advance." ,a

By Nancy LaMotta
Director of Financial Aid

The article which appeared in the last edition of The
Advocate, entitled "Financial Aid Office Explains Delay
in Loan Checks," contains afew troublesome lacunae
which need to be filled in.

LOAN CHECKS, REFUND CHECKS
This year very few students receive loan checks per
se, Most of our borrowers receive their loan monies by
wire, feeding funds directly into their student accounts.
- At that point, the Student Accounts Office has to process
arefund, if one is due, within a certain time period. Even
if a student does not go to Cashier's or Student Accounts
to 'file a refund request form, the University willmust-process
the refund. The request form basically
gives the Student Accounts Office a local address to
. which to send the refund.check. It may make the refund
come a little faster; But a refund will still be mailed out,
form or no form. We know of at least two law students
in the fall who did not file requests, and whose refunds
didn't turn up; somehow, their refunds were overlooked.
This is a shame and an exception to the normal routine.
If they had filed refund forms, Student Accounts would
have found the omission much sooner. As a result, we
urge all students who expect refunds to file the request
form anyway.
When loan funds are receivedbyelectronic transfer,
they are entered into Banner, and, usually within 24
hours, loan disbursal notices,one for each type of loan
amount received by GW, are printed over at the Computer Center. The Financial Aid Office picks these up, .
makes copies for student files, then mails the notices to
the students. A number of disbursal notices had out-of- _
' state addresses on them. If our statDpo~s an o~t-~f-st:ite
address, that notice gets plucked from the mad pile and
stuck in the student's mail folder in Stockton HaIl.
Banner prints out disbursal notices using whatever address it finds in the system. Students who have been
wondering why they receive no mail from GW should
check GWizardin the student lounge to verify their local
address appearsin their Banner record.
, Students who still receive paper loan checks also
receive disbursal notices printed by the Computer Center, which are dealt with in the same manner as notices
for EIT. Once the notices are picked up atthe Computer
, Center, they are copied, stapled to the checks, the checks
. are entered on a log sheet, and delivered to the Cashier.
Students' disbursal notices are not put in the mail until
after the actual checks have been hand delivered to the
Cashier.

CHECKS WHICH GO ASTRAY
One wrinkle with paper checks is that some ofthem
appear mixed in with checks for the undergraduates,
delivered to Rice Hall. While a student may be informed

DISBURSEMENTS COME WHEN?
Timing of the disbursement of checks is determined
by federal regulation and by the lenders of private loans.
For Stafford loans delivered by EFT, the earliest date
money can be wired is 13 days prior to the first day of
classes. For paper checks, that date can be a little earlier;
but the Banner mainframe system, which helps shape
how loans are processed at GW, will not allow us to set
up different disbursement dates depending on EFI'or
paper. In other words, even if a. fall semester check
arrived in June (ignoring the fact that federal regulations
dictateit would have to' be 'returned to the lender and
recut at the proper time), the University mainframe
system wouldn't allow the check to feed into a student's
account until thirteen days prior to the first day of
classes. Thus the disbursement dates the Law School
lists on students' academic year loan forms are the same
for everyone, EFI' or paper: 13 days prior to first day of
classes for fall and for spring. 'The requested disbursement dates, Law Financial Aid used for this year were
August 9 and December 26.

PROCESSING TIMES
Next, and this one hurts, TheAdvocate article refers
to Law Financial Aid's taking four weeks to process loan
checks. This would be a crime! Financial Aid began
processing loan applications around the beginning of
June, and its turnaround time on application processing,
from the date all required documents were received to
the date the application was mailed to the lender, remained steady throughout the summer at four weeks, our
best summer ever. By about the end of August, all
completed applications had been processed.

BILLING AND PAYMENT DATES
Finally, there is the issue of the bills the Student
Accounts Office sends out, with what seems to be a very
early payment date on them. This is the same bill used
for all students at GW, and it always says payment is due
prior to the beginning of the semester. Even students
receiving loans by EIT and GW aid-expecting money
back as arefund-should
send in that bill by the due date.
However, if a student still owes money to GW beyond
any aid received, the University cannot murmur if the
bill is paid in full by the first date of classes. Remember,
any balance outstanding as of the first day of classes is
subject to an interest charge, according to the fine print
on the bill. 0
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Barrister's Ball I 996
Photos by Nicole
Ettinger, Jennifer
Brooks, Kimberly
Benjamin and Fred
Bailey
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Where do you find the time to.. .

.run to the prof's office
~h to study group, '
chg tlw, ()U, Sh the library, .
.assemble quotes,
annotate class material
.. search & research, .'
. . g~t that not~ to prof
brief cases, find cttcs
see if Susan knows '
. . .outline it, write it '

c~~tj~h~r:,
~~e~bf:~~:'::<:c
.
Here.

"

With LEXIS-NEXIS Student Office.
The LEXIS-NEXlSsernces, Folio VIEWS-, The LEXISOnline Connection, Law Schools
. Online Global E-mail Network, the [urisoft Legal Toolboxpr6ducts & much, much more,
.all integrated into an easy-to-use suite that takes a lot of the work out of your work.
Just the kind of technology you'd expect from the online leader.

Call1-800-45LEXIS for moreinfonnation .

. __

LEXlS',NEXIS'
.-&.

A rncmbc:r of the Il<cd Ebcvicr plc group

LEXIS and NElUS are ~
trademarko of Reed Elsevier Properlles tee., used under license. The INFORMATION ARRAY logo i. a trademark of Reed Elsevier
Properties Inc., uoed linder license. Folio VIEWS is a regI.sIered !!"demark of Folio Corporation. Wlndo .... is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Mac" and Macintosh" are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc:. CI996 LEXJS.NEJ(J5, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. AU rights reserved.
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Student Mediators
Bridge Gap Between
Law School and
University
By Ari Kaplan
Associate Editor

Roommateconflictsgotyoudown?·
Disputes with colleagues make you
frown? Don't litigate- mediate. The
GW University Mediators are available
to assist all members

ADVOCATE

LIBRARY

by Frank D. Durand
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs

As I I) continue to bask in the glow of my Cowboys' Super Bowl victory, 2) watch
in horror as my Denver Nuggets implode theirway back to the lottery, and 3) eagerly
await bigger and better things from my Colorado Rockies as spring training gets
underway, let me take a time-out to provide you with a heads-up on some important
upcoming events.
Item I: Shortly after returning from spring break (or Spring Break, depending on
how you feel about it), students will be registering for Fall 1996 classes. Registration
information packets will be available upon your return from your week off .. Along the
lines of Fall 1996 registration.'.
Item 2: ... for first-year students stepping into the tee box to take their first whack
. at class scheduling, the Student Affairs Office will offer its annual series of academic
advisement sessions. At these sessions, to take place February 27-March 7, 1996,
faculty members will discuss various areas oflegal study and offer guidance in course
selection as you prepare to register for the Fall 1996 semester. Advisement sessions will
begin on Tuesday, February 27, 1996 with a mandatory session on the registration
process and graduation requirements.· All first-year students will receive a copy of the
academic advisement session schedule in their mail slots.
Item 3:- Second- and third-year evening students are encouraged to attend an
advisement session, to be conducted by Dean Trangsrud, on, class scheduling on
Tuesday, February 27, 1996, at 7:50 p.m. in room L202. This session is intended to
assist evening students in putting together their course schedules over the final years of
their J.D. program.

LEC-

Please sign up for the research sessions at the reference desk. 'Space .is
·'limited.
International Legal Research
Date: Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1996
Time: 1-2:30 pm
Location: Stockton 30 I

-

Online International Legal Research
Date: Wednesday, Feb 21, 1996
Time: 5-6:30 pm
. Location: Computer classroom
(2nd floor in the Library)
. Environmental Law Research, Part
III: EPA Administrati ve Materials
Date: Thurs., Feb. 15, 1996
Time: 11:10 am-12:10 pm
Location: Stockton 301

an

A Message From Dean Durand

RESEARCH

TURES·

Cavicchio, are that
one receives "a

of the school com~_.'
similar experience
munity in resolving
to the clinics and
'conflicts.
They are
its less time intenlocated at the Camsive. You don't
pus Center for Dishave to use your
pute Resolution in
University Mediatorsi
pass/fail credits,
Crawford Hall.
and you get
opAccording
to
portunity to interKarin Jones, director of the program,
act with non-law students."
"Mediation is sitting down with conflictFinally, Cavicchio noted that stuing parties and helping them come to a
dents interested in labor law have a lot to
resolution. It provides a 'service to stugain from mediation. He cited the Equal
dents so they can· not only solve their
Employment Opportunity Commission
problems but then learn skills that they
and the U.S. Department of Labor as two
can take away with them."
employers that look for the practical
Generally, students seek mediation
communicationexperiencetharthisproon their own or are referred to the Mediagram provides.
He would definitely
tors by resident assistants. In addition,
recommend it to his peers.'
the center also deals with conflicts beJones will begin accepting applicatween student' organizations, graduate
tions for next year in mid-March. She,
students, and professional staff.
and the group are looking. for students
At-present, the Mediators' group is
that "already have basic communication
madeup of nine students, two of whom
skills, can relate to a variety of kinds of
are law_students. Jones thinks that "it's
people, are fairly intuitive, can think on
a great opportunity for law students to
their feet and have leadership skills:
get involved in the university commu-someone that other students would feel .
nity. It also allows them to take away
comfortable with and feel comfortable
skills into their law practice. Whatever
. looking up to."
type oflaw you practice, you can always
For more information, please conuse investigative skills, communication
tact the, University Mediators at 994skills, and an ability to sort out peoples'
4738 ore-mail them at umed@gwis2. 0
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jacob Burns Law Library News

feelings."
Second-year
law student John
Cavicchio was attracted to the community service aspect of the program. He
thinks that "for any practicing lawyer,
[mediation skills are] going to be more
important because these days people want
to avoid going to trial." Cavicchio also
noted that the training done at the mediation office is free while many professionals pay to acquire these skills.
Other positive aspects ,of the program,accordingto

GET IT OUT ON THE TABLE
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Environmental Law Research, Part
IV: Online/Internet Resources
Date: Thurs., Feb 29, 1996.
Time: 11:10 am-I 2: 10 pm
Location: Stockton 301

1

.Intellectual
Property Research:
Online/Internet Resources
Date: Thurs., March 7, 1996
Time: 4:30 pm-5:30 pm ~
-Location: Stockton 301 .

Care

Researching Legal Aspects of Health
.

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 1996
Time: 1-2:30 pm
. Location: Stockton301
. .Congressional Research: Online/
Internet Resources
Date: Tues., Feb. 20, 1996
Time: II am-12:30 am
Location: Stockton 301
District of Columbia Legal Research
Date: Tuesday, Feb. 27, 1996
Time: 4:30 pm-5:30 pm
Location: Lerner 30 I
Virginia and Maryland Legal Research
Date: Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1996
Time: 1 pm-2 pm
Location: Stockton 301
Federal Tax Research
Date: Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1996
Time: I pm-2 pm
Location: Lerner 20 I
LIBRARY INTERNET .SKILLS
TRAINING SESSIONS
Please sign up for the Internet train-

ing at the reference desk. Space is limited.
Beginning Level
Date: Friday, Feb. 16, 1996
Time: 10 am- 11 am .
Place: Computer Classroom,
floor Library
Date: Tuesday, Feb. 20, 1996
Time: 10 am-Il am
Place: Computer Classroom,
floor. Library
Date: Tuesday, Feb. 27, 1996
Time: 10 am- II ani
Place: Computer Classroom,
floor Library
Intermediate Level
Date: Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1996
Time: 2 pm-3 pm
Place: Computer Classroom,
floor, Library
Date: Tuesday, Feb. 20, 1996
Time: 2 pm-3 pm
Place: Computer Classroom,
floor, Library
. Advanced Level
Date: Friday, Feb. 16, 1996
Time: 2 pm-3 pm
Place: Computer Classroom,
floor, Library
Date: Friday, Feb. 23, 1996
Time: 10 am-l l am
Place: Computer Classroom,
floor, Library
Date: Friday, March 1, 1996
Time: 10 am-l l am
Place: Computer Classroom,
floor ,LibrarY.

2d

2d

2d

2d

2d

2d

2d

2d

DRINKS AND PHOTOCOPIERS
Please do not bring drinks into the
photocopy rooms in the Library when
you are making copies.
We have had problems in the past
with drinks being spilled on the' copy _
machines and causing major damage to
them.'
LAW STUDENTS' IDs
In an effort to restrict undergraduate
and graduate use of the Law Library to
legal research needsthey might have, we
.are asking the door guards and security .
guards to check vel)' carefully for the
scales of justice on student IDs.
We ask your cooperation as we try
to limit the use of the Law Library as a
study haIl by other GWUstudents. 0 .

Item 4: 'All first-year students who intend to become joint degree candidates must
attend an advisement session with Dean Robinson on Friday, March 1, 1996 at 1:15
p.m. in room L202. The requirements of the joint degree program will be discussed.
For now, that is all. 0
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Restaurant Returns to Service
By Nick Miller
Special to the Advocate

Milo's is Back.
. After nearly two months of inactivity, Milo's restaurant has reopened its
. doors. Citing slow business
as the cause, the owner
closed the restaurant before
the holiday break. However, to the delight of many
students, John McManus
convinced the owner to give
it another try. As the "new
operator, McManus promises to do "anything I can"
for Milo's customers, largely
comprisedofGW students.
Asked how long Milo's
would be open,' McManus
said"It'sopenforgood.
I'm
alocal businessman,and this
is what I do-run restaurants." McManus and his
wife,Jennifer, own two other
D.C. establishments:
My
Brother's Place ("like the
CrowBar, only with good
food"),
which is near
Georgetown Law School,
and Herb's, which is near
Dupont Circle.
The first thing he has
done for his customers is to
lower the prices.
While
Milo's no longer accepts
OW meal cards, the net result is better
prices.
McManus said that the 18%'
the university takes from all
meal card purchases was
"just too much," and that he
would no longer have to pass
that cost off to the customer.
Asked what would be
different about the new Milo's, McManus
said he plans to remodel the downstairs
into a bar that caters to the 25-year old
crowd ("Don't even try to get in if you're
under 21"). Otherthan that, Milo's
hopes to simply offer better prices and
more efficient service.
Mike Stroud, a IL, has recently

. been to Milo's, and agrees that things are
better: "The pizza, service, and ambiance were excellent. Five stars across
the board: And if you go there, ask for
Fayth--she's my favorite waitress."
Milo's islocatedat2142 Pennsylva-

'CROSSW RD®Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Fred Piscop
ACROSS
1 Dress to the
nines
6 Arxjy Capp's
wife
9 Hand-dyed
fabric

14 From Russia
With Love
actress
15
Caire, Wis.
16 From the
same mold
17 Flat
19 Part of NOW
20 Magazine for
teamsters?
22 Rocker Brian
23 Piniella or
Ferrigno
24 Lie
(re~inthe

Rotunda)
28 Not quite notre
30
-<:ake
32 B.O. posting
33 Northwest
Passage
seeker
36 Railroadcrossing word
39 Magazine for
Chinese
restaurateurs?

42 Crow homes
43 Confront the
ump ..
44 Suffix with
IUypton
45 Tony Musante
TV series
47 Brake part
51 Dan Quayle,
once

4 BrontA's
governess
5 Province of
South Africa
6 Draw strength
from
7 SmaJlville's
Lang
8 Swing \he bat
. more

37 Letters of
obligation
38 TImetable,
slangliy
:'-9 Elaborate
shindig
effectively.
40 Golf toumey
9 SquaDs
41 Like a
10 Hang-gliding, .
chicken
perhaps
42 "_the
11 Conway of
season ....
McHale's
46 The Beaver
Naw
State
12 1952
48 Reliever's
campaigner
short stint
13 Barbie's main
49 Break CNiay
squeeze
50 Feminine
'18 Telephone. Ladd
dial triad
52 "Man_,"
21 Not digilal
53 Like a
25 Wine spot
pitchfork
26 APPleorlemon
55 "_haNr
27 Billions and
56 Salt away
billions of
59 Salty sauce
years
60 Dash
29 160 square
• 61 Stem
rods
62 King
31 Starters
preceder
34 Played the
63 _
figures (a
trenchennan
hefty salary)

54 Duet
57 O.T. book
58 Magazine for
jailbirds?
61"
Street
Blues'
64 Venetian
hackie
65 With 6&
Across,

Thimble
Theatre
character
66 See
6f>.Across
67 AClOrQuaid
68 Did the floor
69 Vote against
70 Actress
Georgia
DOWN
1 Denial uppers
2 Complain
3 Captivate

"""""""--"''-''''-'''5-

35 AJistode
Contemplating
the_
Homer

6

11

12

13

§

14

17
20
22

28

nia Ave. (between 21 st and 22nd streets
for those of you who haven't figured out
addresses in D.C. yet) and offers an allyou-can eat lunch buffet for $6.50 (pizza
and salad bar). Carry-out is also available during lunch hours, and delivery is
available after lunch in all of the Foggy
Bottom area and much of Northwest. 0

See CROSSWORD

ANSWER page 12.

ADVOCATE INTEREST MEETING
Wednesday, February 21,At 5:10 p.m.
.Room 8305
Editor and Writer positions avallablc.
Pizza will be served.
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Ivan Neal has put out

II

--~

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
20th ANNUAL GEORGE WASHINGTON AWARDS

I

. .

,

a lot of fires ..

The Joint Committee ofF acuity and SlUdcnts is accepting nominations (or tbc: 2001 Annual GW Awards. The GW
; AW~ rerognizcs individuals who have made exceptional cmtributic:m to advllllCC \be University through \be
.on of one er mace of \be foUowing objectives:_
Utilization of \be University's histocical. geographical.1IId fun<:tional relationship to \be nation's
capital and \be Wasbingtoo, D.C. CXlIIlIIIUIIity

He's nota

FnblQl!'A'DlC'2!f and cle\'dopmcnt

of slUdcnIs' abilities;

Provision of supcricI- inslruction and facilities;
Provision of a balanced program of studmt cxtra-curtil:uhr

firefighter-

Demon.mtion of exceptional

c:ooJpetax:e,

activities;

iutcgrily mi goodwiJl in\be pcdlXDl8llCC ofUniversily

tespOIlSlbilities.

-

-he'sa teacher. But to the

S~facully.1IdminisIntors,
mi stalrof\be Univasilylll8)' be -mated mIIorrccunll1cndcd fcrThe George
Wuhingtoo Award by IIl1'J IIICIIIbcr of \be Univasily lXlIIIIIlIIniIy. GuidcIincs and forms fer 1IOIlliDatic:m an: available
intbcDean ofStudcnts Offic:e (401 Rice Hall), the Campus Adivilics Office (Marvin Center 427). and the
.
fufOODalion Desks of Rice Hall, Marvin Calla" and \be Acaclemic Center. Naninalions, along with a\ least two
lettcn of rccommcodaliOll, must be submilled to:
TIae GW Awanl SelecdoD C_mlttee
cl
The Join. Committee or Faadt, IUld StudealJ
do The DeaD orStvdeBlJ Ofllce
401llkeHaD
21211 Street, NW
WadllDpaa,DC
200S2

ki&he'sreached,-he's
a hero.
.
-

DEADLINE FaR NOMINATIONS IS MARCH 1,1996.
F« additiooal infcrmatiOII, contaet Craig W.1oImsu It 994-6710.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call1-800-45-TEACH.

PREPARE TO PRACTICE LAW
IN THE 21st CENTUR~ ..
..

-.

StUDY LAW AIR

Live in the heart of historic
Greenwich Village this summer.

Temple University Law School offers law
. students opportunities for summer study in

• Central location in NYC's most charming neighborhood
• Apartments with private bedrooms in modem,
air-conditioned, 24-hour doorman buildings

ATHENS

• Excellent living facilities for individuals and families

ROME

• Eligibility to buy a pass to use NYU's sports and
fitness center; free noncredit evening lecture series

TEEAVIV-'

• Three-week minimum stay

or how j,bout spring in

Three-Week

May 26-August

:I
I
I

phone: (215) 204-8982 fax: (215) 204-'1185
e-mail: INTL-Law@vm.Temple.edu

Stay

For more information on the
Summer Living Program 'at the
NYU School of Law residences,
please FAX or mail
coupon
gelow or call 212-998-6512

••••

. TOKYO?

Temple University Law School
International Programs
1719 North Broad Street,Room 710
Philadelphia,PA 19122

Minimum

1
.
I.1 Name:_--'1 Address:

I. City:
1 Day Phone (
I SchooVAffiliation

the

10, 1996

. FAX or mail to:
Summer Living
NYU School of Law
240 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012-1558
FAX: 212-995-4033

I
I
I
1
--:-

--:-

_

--'State:
Evening Phone (

_
Zip Code:
)

_
_

I

1
1

I
I
I

~~ ~~r::.e:::.~
~~'::~ ~=~u~~~':! ::~~ _ ~5J.
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HEALTHY MALES NEEDED

ISSUES '96
TheAdvocate is asking both Democrats and Republicans to address the issues that will matter to the voters
and politicians in this year of national election. One issue
per edition will be discussed by the Democratic and
Republican law student associations. Their responses
.are limited to 500 words and will be cut off at that point.
This week's issue is: the flat tax.

The Republicans
By David Ross and Ed Lustig
Republican Student Lawyers Association

An idea in existence for a considerable period has
finaly been given its due in the national spotlight. In an
era where Americans are demanding a smaller and more
efficient government, an increasingly complex and inefficienttax system is naturally being questioned. The idea
to replace the current system with a "flat tax" makes

sense.
A non-partisan study was commissioned to analyze
the current tax system and provide advice on how to
make improvements. The conclusion of this non-partisan commission is that the current system could not be
fixed. Repeated attempts have been made to "simplify"
the current system. These attempts resulted in additional
complexity to a system already unreasonably complex.
The current tax code and its accompanying regulations
span eight large volwnes of"text. Much of"the code is

written in vague, unintelligible, and ambiguous language that is subject to various interpretations and
loopholes. Every year we view reporters sending the
same tax information to different tax professionals and
getting widely di verse results to submit on returns to the
IRS. One need only view the final exams of students

The Democrats
By Jay Walters
Democrats have too readily attacked moderate programs as "supply side" economics.
Although
Reaganomics inflicted wounds into the ecop.omy by
ballooning deficits, there is, obviously a supply side to
the economy and incentives do matter. Hopefully, we
Democrats have not cried wolftoo often, because the flat
tax proposed by Steve Forbes deserves our attention and
our ire as the snake oil of the 1990's.'
.
Steve Forbes is the perfect messenger fora proposal
as economically conservative as any presented to the
American people in a generation. Forbes' patrician
manner and status as a political neophyte have given him
credibility among a disaffected electorate. These traits,
however, thinly shield Forbes' supply side zealotry.
Forbes proposes to place no tax on the first $13,000 earned per individual plus $5000 per child. A family of
four, therefore, would pay no taxes on the first $36,000
they bring in. After this, they pay the 17% tax ori earned
income. What is earned income? All salary and benefits
an employee receives including contributions to pension
plans and employer-provided health care. What is not .
earned income? Interest, dividends and capital gains.
Mortgage interest and c~table
don~tions will no I~nger
b deductible--along
WIth everything else. Business
:ould also be taxed at the 17% rate.

taking tax courses to reach the same conclusion.
A flat tax would truly simplify the system. Taxpayers add wages, salary and pensions together and then
subtract personal allowances. From this figure aflaftax
(17% for example) is paid. Some modifications (business, for instance, when considering retail and service
industry expenses, etc.) may be included. When com- .
pared with the current tax system, the flat tax will .
drastically reduce administration and compliance costs.
The flat tax proposal has been distorted by some to
be harmful to the middle class and easier on the rich. In
an age where Americans are tiring of the negativism in
politics, this worn out class warfare rhetoric should be
rejected. Under a flat tax proposal, the poor pay nothing
(which is why these proposals are not really true "flat
tax" systems). A middle class family of four earning
$34,000 per year also pays no tax.
The current system is filled with loopholes for the
unscrupulous and layered with special interest influences. Tax shelter abound keeping vast sums of money
outside the grasp of the tax system. A flattax would
eliminate the special interest provisions and loopholes.
Under the current system, taxpayers already have virtually all deductions (except investment) subject to either
severe limitations or complete elimination by Rules 67
and 68 in the tax code. The price of homes, artificially
inflated with the home mortgage deduction capitalized
in the price, would be reduced with a flat tax, thus
making them more affordable. Families could. keep
more of their incomes, give more to charities, and could
invest for the future.
The current tax system has too many inherent goals
to remain as a valid alternative. A tax system should
serve only two purposes. It should raise revenues for the
government and encourage economic growth. The current system contains social architecture goals and special interest influences that are subject to whatever
political persuasions that happen to be in power.
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In a January 17-18 CNNffime poll, Americans
favored the flat tax 48% to 41%. However, when con. fronted with the specifics, Americans rejected the plan.
Moreover, when asked whether they would support flat
tax if it increased the deficit, the plan was shunned by
82% of persons polled.
So, will it increase the deficit? Even Forbes concedes it will initially raise $40 billion less in taxes. This
$40 billion is fantasy. CNN reports that conservative
liberal and lion-partisan think tanks place the negative
budgetary effect within a range between$183 to $250
billion.
.

capital gains makes the tax necessarily regressive. The
lack of a charitable exclusion will devastate non-profits
which will become more vital with the present Congress.
Companies will not have incentives to provide health
care for employees without a deduction. Property values
of homes will fall due to the lack ofadeduction for home
mortgage interest. Tax free pension plans constituting
more than half of private savings in America will
disappear.
The deceptive simplicityofForbes'
plan is revealed
as a hollow promise.

The increased deficits from the plan would certainly
cause interest rates to rise. Tight money would in tum
hamper the reinvestment that could spur additional
revenues. And if the economy goes south, deficits under
President Forbes (or anyone else) would be the highest
in history. The windfall Forbes would grant the wealthy
through the exclusion of dividends, interest and capital
gains will create a new salary system consisting of
investment plans that further reduce revenues from the
wealthiest Americans.
Amazingly, Forbes tacks on to his plan a balanced
budget amendment with no plan for entitlement reform
or other spending cuts. Maybe the states could take over
these functions? By eliminating deductions for state and
local taxes, Forbes effectively increases these taxes.
The budgetary effects are only one consideration.
The Forbes' tax exclusion of dividends, interest, and
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STELLA WILDER

YOUR STARS THIS WEEK
.
By Stella Wilder
During the coming week, riiany
individuals may explore avenues
usually reserved for loners, and as
a result, most people will be on
their own for a good portion of the
week. This may occur spiritually
or emotionally if not literally.
Where teamwork was effective in
the past, solitary efforts will pay
off this week. Where communal
trial-and-error paid off handsomely yesterday, individual experimentation will reap golden fruit
this week. Expectations may not
be·fulfilled at this time. Inflexible
people will make trouble for them. selves.
Some people may want to concentrate more closely on health
and nutrition this week. Attaining
a more nearly ideal appearance
can be very satisfying. In addition,
good health can improve anyone's
attitude. What does all this mean?
Those who choose to do so will
.find that this is a good week to
diet!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 5) If you focus on domestic pursuits
this week, you will come even closer to the family members who
~mean the most to you. (March 6March 20)~You
may receive'
more than you had expected this
week. Willyou be in the right place
at the right time?
ARIES (March 21-April 4) Someone may try to trick you into
taking part in a far-fetched cooperative effort this week. Remember,
independent work may reap higher dividends. (April 5-AprilI9) The arts and cultural activities
may have more appeal than usual
today. Free your mmd!

.

TAURUS (April 20-May 5) solved this week before you can
This can prove a memorable week, really make any progress. A diffibut you may have to playa role cult Issue cannot be avoided this
you've tried to avoid for a long .week. <Oct. s-Oot. 22) - Take
time. Bravery will payoff. (May 6- care to listen to those around you
May 20) - Take care not to get this week, particularly when busiswept away by those who try to ness questions arise. Heed the admanipulate your emotions. Use vice of elders.
your common sense!
.
.
SCORPIO <Oct. 23-Nov. 7) GEMINI (May 21-June 6) You will gain a great deal this
There will be a positive side to week through diplomacy and negosomeone's unexpected and unethi- tiation. The more demands you
cal behavior this week. Make sure make, the less you will walk away
to look beneath the surface before with. (Nov. 8-Nov. 21) ~ Do not
. passing judgment. (June 7-June
wait too long this week before re20) - A minor adjustment can vealing an intriguing part of yourbring major surprises this week. A self to others.
good deal can go both ways.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
CANCER (June 21-July 7) 7) - Someone may make a declaYou can stumble upon a new way ration that will change your life,
to make a little more money than but you may not be ready to hear
usual, but this week you'll want to their ideas. The time will come, so
take things slowly from the outset. don't miss it! (Dec. 8-Dec. 21) (July 8-July 22) - Household
It may be difficult for you to be
events may take on a more glam- yourself as the week opens. Later
orous flavor this week, as a result on, you'll get some answers.
of your changing attitude.
CAPRICORN <Dec. 22-Jan. 6)
LEO (July 23-Aug. 7) - You - You will want to concern yourmust try to make payments on self with practical and financial istime this week. No one will let sues this week. Do not become
them slide, even temporarily.
lazy! (Jan. 7-Jan. 19) - This
Make sure to be responsible at all week, you will fmd that you have a
times. (Aug. 8-Aug. 22) -:- An un~.. great deal in common with someusual opportunity may arise this . one you've considered to be an enweek and require you to journey" emy in the past.
.. . .
into unknown territory.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 3)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 7) .:.- It will be time for you to think of
You will have to backtrack this someone in a new way, and to conweek in order to determine your sider the possibility that this is for
present location accurately. Ev- life. An important commitment will
erything else will be guesswork.. beckon! (Feb. 4-Feb. 18) - You
(Sept. 8-Sept. 22) - If you try may have more to choose from
your hardest at the beginning of this week, so make sure to have
the week, YOU'll receive rewards
your thinking cap on straight!
later on.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7) - A
question of character must be reCopyright 1996, United Feature Syndicale, Inc.
END Your Stars This Week02-25-96 .
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J. Ferguson:The Law Revue Ad/The Rolling Stone Interview
By Jay Ferguson

Advocate: So, tell me about the show.
IF: No. (laughs) Idon'twantto give it away. Letme
say that there will be something for everybody and leave
it at that.
A: The showis called §. Who came up with that?
JF: I wish I knew. Mike Greco did the signs which
is why they are all five feet off the ground. He did a great
job. Lot's of people like them and the idea. Frankly, I
am not a fan of Prince or however he pronounces his
symbol. I never would have come up with it.
A: Does the show have a Purple theme?
JF: Well, no. To me, if a show has a name that is
suggestive of a theme, the theme ought to be the focal
point ofthe show. To do that, we'd have to be like Monty
Python you know? All of us writing in the same room
loaded on chinese and ale. Nobody's schedule permits
that: This year, we wentthe other way. There is no theme
per se. I'm cool with that. The thing I hate about themes
occurs when the theme has nothing to do with the show.
That bothered me about "Friedenthal Superstar."
A: Do we get to hear Gerber sing?
JF: Would I have it any other way? She's amazing.
She has a lot of power and great breath control. She and
Josh Henderson are doing a thing everyone will appre-

ciate. We have a few showcase pieces which I find
rewarding. I like to display and support the talents ofthe
students. I know some peoplejust want blood .: It's like:
"Pick on Raven-Hansen!" Well, we target a few choice
profs and temper it with nice numbers that really show
usoff. See,thethingtorememberisthatwe'redoingthis
for fun and community so we pick on profs out of respect.
If it looks like we are being rude, look again., We just
want to acknowledge that these people are important to
our lives right now.
A: So Trachtenberg in drag was done out of respect?
JF: (laughs) OK. You got me. Greg wanted to do
Rocky Horror from the get-go. I had ideas for Still the
Same 01' NLC and we kind of went from there.
I also had an idea for Peanuts early on. I'm obsessed
about my own childhood because it was idyllic. I wanted
to do Peanuts because I relate to Charlie Brown. J was
one of the youngest kids in the neighborhood and (at the
. risk of sounding immodest) one of the brightest.
Those two gave me a sense of isolation, but I didn't
mind because I had a great family life and a dog and a
basketball hoop. I'll admit I had a tough time dealing
with people until I got to college. I was impatient with
adults because they just wanted me to look cute and go
away. Then I was impatient with people my age because
1thought they dealt with life on a shallow level. I've
noticed a lot of my humor and writing has been influenced by the things that surrounded me when I grew up.

A: No kidding.
JF: Well, how many people do you know that claim
to be influenced by the writings of Henry James? Remember the nerd in "Breakfast Club"? He loved Moliere.
Moliere doesn't mean a thing to me. Bill Cosby does.
The Rolling Stones do., Mark Twain does. I haven't
studied Moliere enough to be able to put him in the
context of his own time but his stuff seems rather bland
to me. He's no Guy deMaupassant.
A: When did you get into theater?
JF: I dabbled in high school. My high school had no
theater club. Alma was an expensive proposition so I
.tried out for every performance scholarship available,
mostly on a lark. And I got one! I didn't like the stuff
we did, but I learned a ton. I've tried to use all of and
expand my knowledge to get a big feeling on stage at
Lisner. I'm still on a learning curve, but I'm way ahead
oflast year. I've got a good cast. It's going to be a good
show.
.
A: When is it again?
JF: March 2 at 8:00pm. Cost is eight bucks. There is
an all school party right after in the Marvin Center.
A: Thanks much.
JF: See ya at the show. 0

'Noo and Travolta Blow Away the Competition
By Thomas S. Threlkeld
SportslEnlerlJlinmenl

Editor

The famous Hong Kong action movie director John
Woo has come to the United States with explosive
results. Woo's first American offering was adud starring
the diminutive but muscle-bound "actor" Jean-Claude
Van Damme. However, his second American movie is
, the towering action flick "Broken Arrow." This one is
much better. "Broken Arrow" shows what Mr. Woo can
do when he has real actors and a big budget to work with.
Of course, "Broken Arrow" makes no more appeals to
realism than most action movies do, but who cares?
When y()u lay down your money for an action movie you
want explosions, death-defying stunts, flying bullets,
dodging heroes, and more and more and more. Woo
knows how to do this.
For an action movie that is almost non-stop action,
there is surprisingly little gore in "Broken Arrow.", Some
bad guys and good guys get shot, one nasty is sliced in
halfby a helicopter blade (you don't see much), and the
punching scenes between John Travolta and Christian
Slater are satisfyingly brutal. Nevertheless, Mr. Woo
seems to have pulled a few punches here (do not take that
sentence literally). So be it. Ifa bad guy gets shot, I do
not need to see his cerebellum exit his skull to appreciate
the fact that he will not be bothering the hero anymore.
Mr. Woo stages breathtaking action scenes in a mine
shaft, on a moving train, and on a dusty rural Utah road.
When Mr. Woo crashed a B-3 Stealth fighter-bomber
into the side of a mountain, I wanted to stand up and
cheer. Later on, the earth ripples gruesomely when
Travolta triggers a subterranean nuclear explosion. Oh
s Mr. Woo, that is how we do it in America!
ye ,
. . . I
d .
The plot of the mOVIe I.S simp e. an unlm~rtant.
Mr Travolta plays Vic Deakins, an Air Force major who
al two armed nuclear missiles that he ejected from,
(after forcibly ejecting Slater), and then demands

:~::-3

5% of the Volvo corporation for the safe return of the

weapons. If the U.S. government refuses to pay, Major
Deakins promises that "the southwest will be a quiet
neighborhood for about IO~OOO years." Naturally, Slater
plays Riley Hale, another Air Force pilot-the only man
who can stop the dastardly plan of Vic Deakins.
Travolta shines brightly here. Playing menacing
tough guys has become Travolta's forte ("Get Shorty"
and "Pulp Fiction") and he plays it to the hilt in "Broken
Arrow." Strutting arrogantly about the desert canyons
taunting Slater, and boasting of his own indestructibility,
Travolta is as riveting and malevolent as a grinning skull
and crossbones. He looks big, tough, and mean through
the entire film and it truly seems as ifnoone can stop him.
By contrast, Slater does not belong in this movie.
Clearly, Slater is trying to copy Keanu Reeves' success
in "Speed," but he cannot pull it off. Like Reeves, Slater
has been known more as a dramatic actor appealing
mostly to females. Like Reeves, Slaterwantsto establish
a broader audience and appeal to people in pants.
Unfortunately, Slater picked the wrong movie. In
"Speed," Reeves performed surprisingly few stunts. He
spent most of his time standing on the bus telling the
passengers to calm down. But that is notthe sort of action
movie John Woo makes. The sheer physicality of the
role dwarfs Slater here. Mr. Slater is a small man and he
seems like a puny elf next to the towering menace of
Travolta's Vic Deakins. When Slater beats up Travolta
. at t~e end o~the movie, it isjust not believable-even by
acnon movie standards. A physically larger actor would
have been a better choice.
Ms. Samantha Mathis plays Terry Carmichael a
tough-as-nails park ranger who interjects herselfinto the
plot. I became very worried that the action movie would
be hijacked by a nauseating love story between Mathis
and Slater. Fortunately, Mr. Woo largely ignores that
aW~J possibility .and keeps the focus squarely on the
action. Ms. Mathis cannot compete with Travolta here ,..
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but she easily overshadows Christian Slater (who will be
seen next on the silver screen as Papa Smurf in "The
Smurfs Great Adventure").
.
. "Broken Arrow' is a blast. This is not some
European costume drama starring Helena BonhamCarte~. , Jo~ Woo has made a head-bangin', handclappm , thigh-s.tappin', foot-tappin', butt-kickin', rock
conc~rtofamoVlethatoozestestosterone.
If you are sick
and ~Ired of hearing about the latest polite Jane Austen
~oVle, go see "Broken Arrow" and thank God you live
in the United States of America. 0
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Comeback Kids:They're Back
poor work habits had exasperated all of his teammates'
and the front office that had invested so much time and
treasure in him. Now he has the rare opportunity to
That quaint little phrase "everythi
Id .
'
again" h
be
ng 0 IS new
d~stroy a second team. That is the only opportunity' h~
as never
en more true than it is now. What has
will not pass up. B~adleyhimselfisafine example of how
happ.ened to the National Basketball Association (NBA)
not to c?nduct a professional sports career. Already his
that ItS gro~ling graybeards are returning to the fold?
bo~ses in N.ew. Jersey are complaining of Bradley's
Clearly, Michae! Jordan and Earvin "Magic" Johnson
lazlD~ss and 1O~Ifference to self-improvement. Surprise,
found that the~ could not live without the game. What is
surpnse. That IS the reason the 76ers traded the brainnow also ~learls that the game cannot live without them.
dead beanpolein the first place.
"
~glC Johnson retired more than four years ago, '
Minnesota Timberwolves Guard Isaiah Rid~r is so
osten~Ibly because he had become infected with HIV-troublesome that team President Kevin McHale h
-the VIruSth~ causes AIDS. The real reason' he left is that
found that he cannot trade the player. That is what you
everyone SImply expected Magic to retire once he
~et f~r~afting a player who makes as many appearances
contracted the virus and he was too weak to tell everyone
10 criminal court as he does on a basketball court.
to ~o dunk themselves. The media seemed to think that
,
Coleman's Philadelphia teammate Jerry Stackhouse
retirement was his only option. Other players voiced
recently bo~ted that he could take Jordan off the dribble
profound concerns about playing against Johnson on it
and beat him one on one. Predictably, Jordan lit up
basketball court where bruises and cuts are not uncomStackhouse the next time they faced each other.
m~n. Magic just did what everyone wanted him to do: he
S~ckhou.se
should keep his mouth shut. Ipicked him to
retired,
.
WID rookie-of-the-year .. but there is no way a shooting
Now he is back. Since his first game back in four'
guard who shoots 41 % from ,the field should be so
years! against the helpless Golden State Warriors, Magic
honored. That award will go to the much-deserving
.has npped throu~h t~e league, racking up the points,
Damon Stoudamire of the expansion Toronto Raptors.
rebounds, and asSIStS.The rust is dropping off his skills
Too many of the new stars of the NBA do not display
. ~d he is beginning to dominate the game they way he
sound basketball skills and have not the slightest idea .
did five years ago. When Magic is on the court,Los
how to deal with their teammates. All they care about is~,
Angeles looks like the Showtime Lakers of the 1980ssigning a fat endorsement deal and throwing down.
-running and gunning and scoring. The 60-foot outlet
.vicious slam ~unks that will get them on ESPN's'
passes, no-look dishes, and flawless fakeouts leave
. SportsCenter.
dumbfounded opponents chewing Magic's vapor trail
There are exceptions. ForMUd Gtant Hill of the
night after night.
. '."j";
S
.' Detroit Pistons has been the leading AlI.Stal'Yoce.geueri,~~~
The other comeback kid (aside from the fellow in
from the tans the last two years even though he is noC the ;'
. the White House) is that great Lord of the Air--Michael
best player in the Eastern Conference. The I3ns are
Jordan. Jordan retired after the 1993 season and tried his
rewarding a young player who works hard, plays like a
hand at baseball. When it became clear that he could not
. teammate, and concentrates more on improving his
hit a curve ball (or much of anything else for that matter),
game than thinking up funky nicknames for himself.
Forward Juwan Howard of the Washington Bullets Was
Michael returned to the game that he has done so much
just rewarded by the Eastern Conference coaches with
for already, in March of 1995. His two-word message to
his first all-star berth in this, his second season. Howard
fans, reporters, and competitors---"I'm
back" ---sent
has been lauded by Michael Jordan, who says that he
shivers through every playoff team in the Eastern Conloves his game and his work ethic. Miami Head Coach "
ference. A few days later Jordan drove a stake through
Pat Riley has declared ,that Howard win be the best
the dark heart of the team he has tortured for years, the
power
forward in the league. World Champion Houston
New York Knicks, when he scored 55 points at Madison
Rockets Head Coach RudyTomjanovich says that Howard
Square Garden.
is one of the best players he has seen in the league.
However, the young and brilliant Orlando Magic
Howard earns these praises not only for his tremendous
spoiled Jordan's comeback when they easily defeated
commitment to improve his game, but also because of
the Chicago Bulls in the second round of the playoffs,
his
humble, self-effacing manner and 'copious good
When Jordan stumbled badly at crucial moments against
works
in the local community.
the Magic, some "experts", wondered if his time had
Eventually,
Michael Jordan and Magic Johnson will
passed. The Orlando Magic looked quicker, slicker, and
retire
again---this
time for good. For the NBA to conjust plain better than the Bulls. The future of the NBA
tinue
its
meteoric
rise in global popularity, the league
seemed to be personified in the massive and intimidating
must
produce
new
stars
who care deeply about the game
presence of the 7'1", 310 pound Shaquille O'Neal, not
and their own place as contributors to the mostexciting
the graceful Michael Jordan.
sport anywhere in the world. Derrick Coleman, Shawn
What a difference a new season makes. The 1995Bradley,
Isaiah Rider, and the rest of their ilk cannot and
96 Bulls are mercilessly eviscerating virtually anyone
will
not
replace
Jordan, Bird, and Magic. Grant Hill,
who dares to step on the court against them. Jordan is
Juwan
Howard,
and
Penny Hardaway must be the ones
once more leading the league in scoring and.the Bulls are
to
step
into
the
big
shoes
of demigods past and present.
threatening to be the first team in history to win 70 games
In
the
meantime,
it
is
great to have Michael Jordan
in the 82-game season.
and Magic Johnson .back, doing what they do best.
It is too bad that Larry "Legend" Bird's back will
Perhaps they can shame some of these younger players
not permit him to return to the NBA. Many of the new
into changing their ways and thus securing the long-teon
"stars" of the league are paltry replacements for the
health
and vitality of the NBA. At the very least, they can
demigods who dominated the game in the 1980s. Forentertain
us all with their unselfish play, brilliant talent, ,
ward Derrick Coleman of the pitiful Philadelphia 76ers
and
to
quote
the commercial, their "relentless pursuit of
was traded 'by the New Jersey Nets for a far inferior
perfection."
player, 7'6" Shawn Bradley, because his bad attitude and
By Thomas S. Threlkeld
Sports\Entertainment
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Age 18, 1993

Elizabeth 5uto~
Killed by a drunk driver
on February 2 7, 1994,on Bell Blvd.
in Cedar Park, Texas.
. Ifyou don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.
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